Furniture for business, education, government and healthcare.
our story

- Founded in 1958 making TV stands and record cabinets.
- Entered the office furniture market in 1963.
- First budget-priced 100 Series wood desk.
- Wide range of products for public and working spaces.
- Made and assembled in the USA.
- Over 400,000 square feet of manufacturing space.
- We gladly adapt our products to fit your needs.
- NOW quick ship program for tight deadlines.
- All products GSA contract eligible.
- Decades-long commitment to sustainability efforts.
- All products meet or exceed ANSI/BIFMA quality standards.
- Our values are hometown values, helping our community.
- Woman-owned business.

Our products

**SEATING** / guest, lounge, office

**TABLES** / meeting, occasional, task, training

**CASEGOODS** / contemporary, traditional, transitional

**HEALTHCARE** / daybeds, recliners, seating
Today’s business leaders and designers are creating more “team-centered” business models that revolve around gathering, problem-solving and group discussion. Even traditional private office spaces need furniture that functions to support spontaneous collaboration.

Higher education learning environments are now community spaces, where furniture supports the gathering and exchanging of ideas. Furniture for education also needs to set the school apart, making a strong first impression while holding up to the daily wear-and-tear of high-traffic areas.

It’s a team sport now

Today’s business leaders and designers are creating more “team-centered” business models that revolve around gathering, problem-solving and group discussion. Even traditional private office spaces need furniture that functions to support spontaneous collaboration.

Meeting the needs of public institutions

Administration offices, conference rooms, reception areas, or large gathering spaces...we can meet all your needs. All HPFi products are on the GSA schedule, as well as many state contracts.

Medical facilities involve public, patient and administrative spaces. The design of HPFi healthcare and support furniture – bariatric chairs, patient chairs, medical recliners, medical gliders, sleepers and more – is key to supporting the mission of quality healthcare.

Feeling better about furniture

Medical facilities involve public, patient and administrative spaces. The design of HPFi healthcare and support furniture – bariatric chairs, patient chairs, medical recliners, medical gliders, sleepers and more – is key to supporting the mission of quality healthcare.

The days of the chair and desk are gone

Higher education learning environments are now community spaces, where furniture supports the gathering and exchanging of ideas. Furniture for education also needs to set the school apart, making a strong first impression while holding up to the daily wear-and-tear of high-traffic areas.
It is very fulfilling to see projects come to fruition from the products and tools we provide at HPFi. I believe we have successfully blended “old world craftsmanship” with “new world technology.”

- Tom

American Made Craftsmanship is the core value that allows HPFi to deliver high-end commercial grade products at a mid-market price point.

- Doug

It’s the perfect storm – great people, filled with integrity, willing to help you make sure you get what you need for your customer, not afraid of doing custom work and they’re very responsive. I’m just really sold on this brand.

- Mark Boyd
Thrifty Office Furniture
Wilmington, NC

It is essential to have communication during all aspects of production and have the support of the manufacturer come through as promised. We have done 22 offices across the country for our client and have been able to meet their 4-week turnaround schedule with the support of HPFi. They have always been able to deliver.

- Dan Throckmorton
Webb Throckmorton
Kansas City, MO

Just did a local university exclusively with HPFi because their furniture is relevant to the contemporary needs of today’s schools. But that was only one piece of it – the ease of doing business and their customer service people at the factory – they get it. They understand what I am up against as a dealer, they make it easy for me to do business with my clients and get a quote out the door.

- John Gardner
Business Environments
New Jersey

“Information collector and distributor – that is my job. Pricing, images, descriptions, dimensions… I provide our customers with the specific information needed to best solve their project challenges. People responding is how HPFi gets projects done.”

- Sherri

“I was out of the contract furniture industry for a while, but quickly realized that HPFi is an undiscovered jewel. I have loved every minute of ‘rediscovering’ HPFi.”

- Ruth

Where ideas start
Where quality matters
Where projects bloom
Where you feel at home

hpfi culture
For more than 60 years, HPFi® (High Point Furniture Industries) has been building furniture in the United States with respect to our environment and our community. As a world-class manufacturing operation, we strive to reduce and to eliminate impact on our environment.